
Eureka is an ecological manual compactor designed 
for professional and domestic use.

Plastic, nylon, dry waste, paper, cardboard, 
with Eureka you can reduce the volume of waste 
and cut costs and taxes to pay.

Equipped with two separated bins, with their unique 
style, Eureka helps in waste collection and solves 
the problem of space.

With Eureka you pull taxes down, you reduce 
costs, save time, respect the environment: 
it doesn’t pollute, it doesn’t consume energy 
and you even can exercise: Eureka is the 100% 
green, 100% affordable solution!

ÉUREKA offers you many advantages:
sanitation costs reduction, transportation costs reduction, general expenses reduction, 

reduced number of emptying, better hygiene and management of the waste, reduction of costs related 
to the rate of urban hygiene.

ÉUREKA
save up
to 80%

Ideal
for:

You save money, the nature saves too!
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Dimensions

Operation

Structure

Reference regulations (Italy)

75cm x 35cm x 150cm 

Manual

2 containers to di�erentiate waste

D.Lgs 22/1997
D.Lgs 152/2006

Accessories Extra resistant bags (100% polyethylene)

Weight 27 Kg

Weight About seven times the force applied to the manual lever
(e.g. Applied force: 30 kg – compacting force: about 240 kg)

Bins Capacity 30 liters each

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ÉUREKA
comes from technical

research. It is produced
respecting and thinking

about your health.

WHAT YOU HAVE
TO THROW AWAY

HOW MUCH
YOU CAN SAVEWITHOUT ÉUREKA WITH ÉUREKA

3 bags of dry waste 66%

4 bags of paper
and paperboard

75%

5 bags of plastic, nylon 80%

ÈUREKA

ÈUREKA

ÈUREKA

With Eureka you no longer have to choose 
between bulky mountains of waste at the 
door or continuous travel to the ecological 
island. You can keep your places tidier 
and cleaner, reduce the time and 
cost of transfers and if you have a refu-
se bin and pay for every emptying you can 
save up to 80%.
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